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Abstract

There has been a tremendous progress in Domain Adap-

tation (DA) for visual recognition tasks. Particularly, open-

set DA has gained considerable attention wherein the tar-

get domain contains additional unseen categories. Existing

open-set DA approaches demand access to a labeled source

dataset along with unlabeled target instances. However,

this reliance on co-existing source and target data is highly

impractical in scenarios where data-sharing is restricted

due to its proprietary nature or privacy concerns. Address-

ing this, we introduce a practical DA paradigm where a

source-trained model is used to facilitate adaptation in the

absence of the source dataset in future. To this end, we

formalize knowledge inheritability as a novel concept and

propose a simple yet effective solution to realize inheritable

models suitable for the above practical paradigm. Further,

we present an objective way to quantify inheritability to en-

able the selection of the most suitable source model for a

given target domain, even in the absence of the source data.

We provide theoretical insights followed by a thorough em-

pirical evaluation demonstrating state-of-the-art open-set

domain adaptation performance. Our code is available at

https://github.com/val-iisc/inheritune.

1. Introduction

Deep neural networks perform remarkably well when the

training and the testing instances are drawn from the same

distributions. However, they lack the capacity to generalize

in the presence of a domain-shift [42] exhibiting alarming

levels of dataset bias or domain bias [45]. As a result, a

drop in performance is observed at test time if the train-

ing data (acquired from a source domain) is insufficient to

reliably characterize the test environment (the target do-

main). This challenge arises in several Computer Vision

tasks [32, 25, 18] where one is often confined to a limited

array of available source datasets, which are practically in-

adequate to represent a wide range of target domains. This

has motivated a line of Unsupervised Domain Adaptation

(UDA) works that aim to generalize a model to an unlabeled

target domain, in the presence of a labeled source domain.
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Figure 1. A) We propose inheritable models to transfer the task-

specific knowledge from a model vendor to the client for, B) per-

forming unsupervised open-set domain adaptation in the absence

of data-exchange between the vendor and the client.

In this work, we study UDA in the context of image

recognition. Notably, a large body of UDA methods is

inspired by the potential of deep CNN models to learn

transferable representations [52]. This has formed the ba-

sis of several UDA works that learn domain-agnostic fea-

ture representations [26, 44, 48] by aligning the marginal

distributions of the source and the target domains in the

latent feature space. Several other works learn domain-

specific representations via independent domain transfor-

mations [47, 5, 32] to a common latent space on which the

classifier is learned. The latent space alignment of the two

domains permits the reuse of the source classifier for the

target domain. These methods however operate under the

assumption of a shared label-set (Cs = Ct) between the two

domains (closed-set). This restricts their real-world appli-

cability where a target domain often contains additional un-

seen categories beyond those found in the source domain.

Recently, open-set DA [35, 39] has gained much atten-

tion, wherein the target domain is assumed to have unshared

categories (Cs ⊂ Ct), a.k.a category-shift. Target instances

from the unshared categories are assigned a single unknown

label [35] (see Fig. 1B). Open-set DA is more challenging,
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since a direct application of distribution alignment (e.g. as

in closed-set DA [20, 44]) reduces the model’s performance

due to the interference from the unshared categories (an ef-

fect known as negative-transfer [34]). The success of open-

set DA relies not only on the alignment of shared classes,

but also on the ability to mitigate negative-transfer. State-

of-the-art methods such as [53] train a domain discriminator

using the source and the target data to detect and reject tar-

get instances that are out of the source distribution, thereby

minimizing the effect of negative-transfer.

In summary, the existing UDA methods assume access to

a labeled source dataset to obliquely receive a task-specific

supervision during adaptation. However, this assumption

of co-existing source and target datasets poses a significant

constraint in the modern world, where coping up with strict

digital privacy and copyright laws is of prime importance

[33]. This is becoming increasingly evident in modern cor-

porate dealings, especially in the medical and biometric in-

dustries, where a source organization (the model vendor)

is often restricted to share its proprietary or sensitive data,

alongside a pre-trained model to satisfy the client’s specific

deployment requirements [7, 14]. Likewise, the client is

prohibited to share private data to the model vendor [17].

Certainly, the collection of existing open-set DA solutions

is inadequate to address such scenarios.

Thus, there is a strong motivation to develop practical

UDA algorithms which make no assumption about data-

exchange between the vendor and the client. One solu-

tion is to design self-adaptive models that effectively cap-

ture the task-specific knowledge from the vendor’s source

domain and transfer this knowledge to the client’s target do-

main. We call such models as inheritable models, referring

to their ability to inherit and transfer knowledge across do-

mains without accessing the source domain data. It is also

essential to quantify the knowledge inheritability of such

models. Given an array of inheritable models, this quantifi-

cation will allow a client to flexibly choose the most suitable

model for the client’s specific target domain.

Addressing these concerns, in this work we demonstrate

how a vendor can develop an inheritable model, which can

be effectively utilized by the client to perform unsupervised

adaptation to the target domain, without any data-exchange.

To summarize, our prime contributions are:

• We propose a practical UDA scenario by relaxing the

assumption of co-existing source and target domains,

called as the vendor-client paradigm.

• We propose inheritable models to realize vendor-client

paradigm in practice and present an objective measure

of inheritability, which is crucial for model selection.

• We provide theoretical insights and extensive empiri-

cal evaluation to demonstrate state-of-the-art open-set

DA performance using inheritable models.

2. Related Work

Closed-set DA. Assuming a shared label space (Cs = Ct),
the central theme of these methods is to minimize the dis-

tribution discrepancy. Statistical measures such as MMD

[51, 27, 28], CORAL [44] and adversarial feature matching

techniques [10, 48, 46, 47, 40] are widely used. Recently,

domain specific normalization techniques [23, 5, 4, 37] has

started gaining attention. However, due to the shared label-

set assumption these methods are highly prone to negative-

transfer in the presence of new target categories.

Open-set DA. ATI-λ [35] assigns a pseudo class label, or

an unknown label, to each target instance based on its dis-

tance to each source cluster in the latent space. OSVM [15]

uses a class-wise confidence threshold to classify target in-

stances into the source classes, or reject them as unknown.

OSBP [39] and STA [24] align the source and target features

through adversarial feature matching. However, both OSBP

and ATI-λ are hyperparameter sensitive and are prone to

negative-transfer. In contrast, STA [24] learns a separate

network to obtain instance-level weights for target samples

to avoid negative-transfer and achieves state-of-the-art re-

sults. All these methods assume the co-existance of source

and target data, while our method makes no such assump-

tion and hence has a greater practical significance.

Domain Generalization. Methods such as [9, 21, 8, 22,

31, 16] largely rely on an arbitrary number of co-existing

source domains with shared label sets, to generalize across

unseen target domains. This renders them impractical when

there is an inherent category-shift among the data available

with each vendor. In contrast, we tackle the challenging

open-set scenario by learning on a single source domain.

Data-free Knowledge Distillation (KD). In a typical KD

setup [13], a student model is learned to match the teacher

model’s output. Recently, DFKD [29] and ZSKD [33]

demonstrated knowledge transfer to the student when the

teacher’s training data is not available. Our work is partly

inspired by their data-free ideology. However, our work dif-

fers from KD in two substantial ways; 1) by nature of the

KD algorithm, it does not alleviate the problem of domain-

shift, since any domain bias exhibited by the teacher will be

passed on to the student, and 2) KD can only be performed

for the task which the teacher is trained on, and is not de-

signed for recognizing new (unknown) target categories in

the absence of labeled data. Handling domain-shift and

category-shift simultaneously is necessary for any open-set

DA algorithm, which is not supported by these methods.

Our formulation of an inheritable model for open-set DA

is much different from prior arts - not only is it robust to

negative-transfer but also facilitates domain adaptation in

the absence of data-exchange.
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3. Unsupervised Open-Set Domain Adaptation

In this section, we formally define the vendor-client

paradigm and inheritability in the context of unsupervised

open-set domain adaptation (UODA).

3.1. Preliminaries

Notation. Given an input space X and output space Y , the

source and target domains are characterized by the distri-

butions p and q on X × Y respectively. Let px, qx de-

note the marginal input distributions and py|x, qy|x denote

the conditional output distribution of the two domains. Let

Cs, Ct ⊂ Y denote the respective label sets for the classi-

fication tasks (Cs ⊂ Ct). In the UODA problem, a labeled

source dataset Ds = {(xs, ys) : xs ∼ px, ys ∼ py|x} and

an unlabeled target dataset Dt = {xt : xt ∼ qx} are con-

sidered. The goal is to assign a label for each target in-

stance xt, by predicting the class for those in shared classes

(Csh
t = Cs), and an ‘unknown’ label for those in unshared

classes (Cuk
t = Ct \ Cs). For simplicity, we denote the dis-

tributions of target-shared and target-unknown instances as

qsh and quk respectively. We denote the model trained on

the source domain as hs (source predictor) and the model

adapted to the target domain as ht (target predictor).

Performance Measure. The primary goal of UODA is to

improve the performance on the target domain. Hence, the

performance of any UODA algorithm is measured by the

error rate of target predictor ht, i.e. ξq(ht) which is em-

pirically estimated as ξ̂q(ht) = P{(xt,yt)∼q}[ht(xt) 6= yt],
where P is the probability estimated over the instances Dt.

3.2. The vendorclient paradigm

The central focus of our work is to realize a practical DA

paradigm which is fundamentally viable in the absence of

the co-existance of the source and target domains. With this

intent, we formalize our DA paradigm.

Definition 1 (vendor-client paradigm). Consider a vendor

with access to a labeled source dataset Ds and a client hav-

ing unlabeled instances Dt sampled from the target domain.

In the vendor-client paradigm, the vendor learns a source

predictor hs using Ds to model the conditional py|x, and

shares hs to the client. Using hs and Dt, the client learns a

target predictor ht to model the conditional qy|x.

This paradigm satisfies the two important properties; 1)

it does not assume data-exchange between the vendor and

the client which is fundamental to cope up with the dynam-

ically reforming digital privacy and copyright regulations

and, 2) a single vendor model can be shared with multi-

ple clients thereby minimizing the effort spent on source

training. Thus, this paradigm has a greater practical signif-

icance than the traditional UDA setup where each adapta-

tion step requires an additional supervision from the source

data [24, 39]. Following this paradigm, our goal is to re-

alize the conditions on which one can successfully learn a

target predictor. To this end, we formalize the inheritability

of task-specific knowledge of the source-trained model.

3.3. Inheritability

We define an inheritable model from the perspective of

learning a predictor (ht) for the target task. Intuitively,

given a hypothesis class H ⊆ {h | h : X → Y}, an in-

heritable model hs should be sufficient (i.e. in the absence

of source domain data) to learn a target predictor ht whose

performance is close to that of the best predictor in H.

Definition 2 (Inheritability criterion). Let H ⊆ {h | h :
X → Y} be a hypothesis class, ǫ > 0, and δ ∈ (0, 1). A

source predictor hs : X → Y is termed inheritable relative

to the hypothesis class H, if a target predictor ht : X →
Y can be learned using an unlabeled target sample Dt =
{xt : xt ∼ qx} when given access to the parameters of hs,

such that, with probability at least (1−δ) the target error of

ht does not exceed that of the best predictor in H by more

than ǫ. Formally,

P[ξq(ht) ≤ ξq(H) + ǫ | hs,Dt] ≥ 1− δ (1)

where, ξq(H) = minh∈H ξq(h) and P is computed over the

choice of sample Dt. This definition suggests that an in-

heritable model is capable of reliably transferring the task-

specific knowledge to the target domain in the absence of

the source data, which is necessary for the vendor-client

paradigm. Given this definition, a natural question is, how

to quantify inheritability of a vendor model for the tar-

get task. In the next Section, we address this question by

demonstrating the design of inheritable models for UODA.

4. Approach

How to design inheritable models? There can be several

ways, depending upon the task-specific knowledge required

by the client. For instance, in UODA, the client must effec-

tively learn a classifier in the presence of both domain-shift

and category-shift. Here, not only is the knowledge of class-

separability essential, but also the ability to detect new tar-

get categories as unknown is vital to avoid negative-transfer.

By effectively identifying such challenges, one can develop

inheritable models for tasks that require vendor’s dataset.

Here, we demonstrate UODA using an inheritable model.

4.1. Vendor trains an inheritable model

In UODA, the primary challenge is to tackle negative-

transfer. This challenge arises due to the overconfidence

issue [19] in deep models, where unknown target instances

are confidently predicted into the shared classes, and thus

get aligned with the source domain. Methods such as [53]

tend to avoid negative-transfer by leveraging a domain dis-

criminator to assign a low instance-level weight for poten-

tially unknown target instances during adaptation. However,
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Figure 2. The architectures for A) vendor-side training and B)

client-side adaptation. Dashed border denotes a frozen network.

solutions such as a domain discriminator are infeasible in

the absence of data-exchange between the vendor and the

client. Thus, an inheritable model should have the ability

to characterize the source distribution, which will facilitate

the detection of unknown target instances during adaptation.

Following this intuition, we design the architecture.

a) Architecture. As shown in Fig. 2A, the feature extrac-

tor Fs comprises of a backbone CNN model Ms and fully

connected layers Es. The classifier G contains two sub-

modules, a source classifier Gs with |Cs| classes, and an

auxiliary out-of-distribution (OOD) classifier Gn with K
classes accounting for the ‘negative’ region not covered by

the source distribution (Fig. 3C). The output ŷs for each in-

put xs is obtained by concatenating the outputs of Gs and

Gn (i.e. concatenating Gs(Fs(xs)) and Gn(Fs(xs))) fol-

lowed by softmax activation. This equips the model with the

ability to capture the class-separability knowledge (in Gs)

and to detect OOD instances (via Gn). This setup is mo-

tivated by the fact that the overconfidence issue can be ad-

dressed by minimizing the classifier’s confidence for OOD

instances [19]. Accordingly, the confidence of Gs is maxi-

mized for in-distribution (source) instances, and minimized

for OOD instances (by maximizing the confidence of Gn).

b) Dataset preparation. To effectively learn OOD detec-

tion, we augment the source dataset with synthetically gen-

erated negative instances, i.e. Dn = {(un, yn) : un ∼
ru, yn ∼ ry|u}, where ru and ry|u are the marginal latent

space distribution and the conditional output distribution of

the negative instances respectively. We use Dn, to model

the low source-density region as out-of-distribution (see

Fig. 3C). To obtain Dn, a possible approach explored by

[19] could be to use a GAN framework to generate ‘bound-

ary’ samples. However, this is computationally intensive

and introduces additional parameters for training. Further,

we require these negative samples to cover a large portion

of the OOD region. This eliminates a direct use of linear

interpolation techniques such as mixup [55, 50] which re-

sult in features generated within a restricted region (see Fig.

3A). Indeed, we propose an efficient way to generate OOD

samples, which we call as the feature-splicing technique.

Feature-splicing. It is widely known that in deep CNNs,

higher convolutional layers specialize in capturing class-

discriminative properties [54]. For instance, [56] assigns

each filter in a high conv-layer with an object part, demon-

strating that each filter learns a different class-specific trait.

As a result of this specificity, especially when a rectified

activation function (e.g. ReLU) is used, feature maps re-

ceive a high activation whenever the learned class-specific

trait is observed in the input [6]. Consequently, we argue

that, by suppressing such high activations, we obtain fea-

tures devoid of the properties specific to the source classes

and hence would more accurately represent the OOD sam-

ples. Then, enforcing a low classifier confidence for these

samples can mitigate the overconfidence issue.

Feature-splicing is performed by replacing the top-d per-

centile activations, at a particular feature layer, with the cor-

responding activations pertaining to an instance belonging

to a different class (see Fig. 3B). Formally,

un = φd(u
ci
s , ucj

s ) for ci, cj ∈ Cs, ci 6= cj (2)

where, uci
s = Ms(x

ci
s ) for a source image xci

s belonging

to class ci, and φd is the feature-splicing operator which re-

places the top-d percentile activations in the feature uci
s with

the corresponding activations in u
cj
s as shown in Fig. 3B

(see Suppl. for algorithm). This process results in a feature

which is devoid of the class-specific traits, but lies near the

source distribution. To label these negative instances, we

perform a K-means clustering and assign a unique negative

class label to each cluster of samples. By training the aux-

iliary classifier Gn to discriminate these samples into these

K negative classes, we mitigate the overconfidence issue as

stated earlier. We found feature-splicing to be effective in

practice. See Suppl. for other techniques that we explored.

c) Training procedure. We train the model in two steps.

First, we pre-train {Fs, Gs} using source data Ds by em-

ploying the standard cross-entropy loss,

Lb = LCE(σ(Gs(Fs(xs))), ys) (3)

where, σ is the softmax activation function. Next, we

freeze the backbone model Ms, and generate negative in-

stances Dn = {(un, yn)} by performing feature-splicing

using source features at the last layer of Ms. We then con-

tinue the training of the modules {Es, Gs, Gn} using super-

vision from both Ds and Dn,

Ls = LCE(ŷs, ys) + LCE(ŷn, yn) (4)

where, ŷs = σ(G(Fs(xs))) and ŷn = σ(G(Es(un))),
and the output of G is obtained as described in Sec. 4.1a

(and depicted in Fig. 2). The joint training of Gs and Gn, al-

lows the model to capture the class-separability knowledge

(in Gs) while characterizing the negative region (in Gn),
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which renders a superior knowledge inheritability. Once

the inheritable model hs = {Fs, G} is trained, it is shared

to the client for performing UODA.

4.2. Client adapts to the target domain

With a trained inheritable model (hs) in hand, the first

task is to measure the degree of domain-shift to determine

the inheritability of the vendor’s model. This is followed by

a selective adaptation procedure which encourages shared

classes to align while avoiding negative-transfer.

a) Quantifying inheritability. In presence of a small

domain-shift, most of the target-shared instances (pertain-

ing to classes in Csh
t ) will lie close to the high source-

density regions in the latent space (e.g. Fig. 3E). Thus, one

can rely on the class-separability knowledge of hs to pre-

dict target labels. However, this knowledge becomes less

reliable with increasing domain-shift as the concentration

of target-shared instances near the high density regions de-

creases (e.g. Fig. 3D). Thus, the inheritability of hs for

the target task would decrease with increasing domain-shift.

Moreover, target-unknown instances (pertaining to classes

in Cuk
t ) are more likely to lie in the low source-density re-

gion than target-shared instances. With this intuition, we

define an inheritability metric w which satisfies,

E
xs∼px

w(xs) ≥ E
xt∼qshx

w(xt) ≥ E
xt∼quk

x

w(xt) (5)

We leverage the classifier confidence to realize an

instance-level measure of inheritability as follows,

w(x) = max
ci∈Cs

[σ(G(Fs(x)))]ci (6)

where σ is the softmax activation function. Note that al-

though softmax is applied over the entire output of G, max
is evaluated over those corresponding to Gs (shaded in blue

in Fig. 2). We hypothesize that this measure follows Eq. 5,

since, the source instances (in the high density region) re-

ceive the highest Gs confidence, followed by target-shared

instances (some of which are away from the high density re-

gion), while the target-unknown instances receive the least

confidence (many of which lie away from the high density

regions). Extending the instance-level inheritability, we de-

fine a model inheritability over the entire target dataset as,

I(hs,Ds,Dt) =
meanxt∈Dt

w(xt)

meanxs∈Ds
w(xs)

(7)

A higher I arises from a smaller domain-shift implying a

greater inheritability of task-specific knowledge (e.g. class-

separability for UODA) to the target domain. Note that I is

a constant for a given triplet {hs,Ds,Dt} and the value of

the denominator in Eq. 7 can be obtained from the vendor.

b) Adaptation procedure. For performing adaptation to

the target domain, we learn a target-specific feature extrac-

tor Ft = {Mt, Et} as shown in Fig. 2B (similar in architec-

ture to Fs). Ft is initialized from the source feature extrac-

tor Fs = {Ms, Es}, and is gradually trained to selectively

align the shared classes in the pre-classifier space (input to

G) to avoid negative-transfer. The adaptation involves two

processes - inherit (to acquire the class-separability knowl-

edge) and tune (to avoid negative-transfer).

Inherit. As described in Sec. 4.2a, the class-separability

knowledge of hs is reliable for target samples with high

w. Subsequently, we choose top-k percentile target in-

stances based on w(xt) and obtain pseudo-labels using the

source model, yp = argmaxci∈Cs
[σ(G(Fs(xt)))]ci . Us-

ing the cross-entropy loss we enforce the target predictions

to match the pseudo-labels for these instances, thereby in-

heriting the class-separability knowledge,

Linh = LCE(σ(G(Ft(xt))), yp) (8)

Tune. In the absence of label information, entropy min-

imization [27, 11] is popularly employed to move the fea-

tures of unlabeled instances towards the high confidence re-

gions. However, to avoid negative-transfer, instead of a di-

rect application of entropy minimization, we use w as a soft

instance weight in our loss formulation. Target instances

with higher w are guided towards the high source density

regions, while those with lower w are pushed into the neg-

ative regions (see Fig. 3D→E). This separation is a key to

minimize the effect of negative-transfer.
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On a coarse level, using the classifier G we obtain the

probability ŝ that an instance belongs to the shared classes

as ŝ =
∑

ci∈Cs
[σ(G(Ft(xt)))]ci . Optimizing the following

loss encourages a separation of shared and unknown classes,

Lt1 = −w(xt) log(ŝ)− (1− w(xt)) log(1− ŝ) (9)

To further encourage the alignment of shared classes

on a fine level, we separately calculate probability vec-

tors for Gs as, zsht = σ(Gs(Ft(xt))), and for Gn as,

zukt = σ(Gn(Ft(xt))), and minimize the following loss,

Lt2 = w(xt)H(zsht ) + (1− w(xt))H(zukt ) (10)

where, H is the Shannon’s entropy. The total loss Ltune =
Lt1+Lt2 selectively aligns the shared classes, while avoid-

ing negative-transfer. Thus, the final adaptation loss is,

La = Linh + Ltune (11)

We now present a discussion on the success of this adap-

tation procedure from the theoretical perspective.

4.3. Theoretical Insights

We defined the inheritability criterion in Eq. 1 for trans-

ferring the task-specific knowledge to the target domain. To

show that the knowledge of class-separability is indeed in-

heritable, it is sufficient to demonstrate that the inheritabil-

ity criterion holds for the shared classes. Extending Theo-

rem 3 in [1], we obtain the following result.

Result 1. Let H be a hypothesis class of VC dimension

d. Let S be a labeled sample set of m points drawn from

qsh. If ĥt ∈ H be the empirical minimizer of ξqsh on S ,

and h∗
t = argminh∈H ξqsh(h) be the optimal hypothesis

for qsh, then for any δ ∈ (0, 1), we have with probability of

at least 1− δ (over the choice of samples),

ξqsh(ĥt) ≤ ξqsh(h
∗
t ) + 4

√
2d log(2(m+ 1)) + 2 log(8/δ)

m
(12)

See Supplementary for the derivation of this result. Es-

sentially, using m labeled target-shared instances, one can

train a predictor (here, ĥt) which satisfies Eq. 12. However,

in a completely unsupervised setting, the only way to ob-

tain target labels is to exploit the knowledge of the vendor’s

model. This is precisely what the pseudo-labeling process

achieves. Using an inheritable model (hs), we pseudo-label

the top-k percentile target instances with high precision and

enforce Linh. In doing so, we condition the target model to

satisfy Eq. 12, which is the inheritability criterion for shared

categories (given unlabeled instances Dt and source model

hs). Thus, the knowledge of class-separability is transferred

to the target model during the adaptation process.

Note that, with increasing number of labeled target in-

stances (increasing m), the last term in Eq. 12 decreases. In

our formulation, this is achieved by enforcing Ltune, which

can be regarded as a way to self-supervise the target model.

In Sec. 5 we verify that, during adaptation the precision of

target predictions improves over time. This self-supervision

with an increasing number of correct labels is, in effect,

similar to having a larger sample size m in Eq. 12. Thus,

adaptation tightens the bound in Eq. 12 (see Suppl.).

5. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of unsuper-

vised open-set domain adaptation using inheritable models.

5.1. Experimental Details

a) Datasets. Office-31 [38] consists of 31 categories of

images in three different domains: Amazon (A), Webcam

(W) and DSLR (D). Office-Home [49] is a more challeng-

ing dataset containing 65 classes from four domains: Real

World (Re), Art (Ar), Clipart (Cl) and Product (Pr). VisDA

[36] comprises of 12 categories of images from two do-

mains: Real (R), Synthetic (S). The label sets Cs, Ct are in

line with [24] and [39] for all our comparisons. See Suppl.

for sample images and further details.

b) Implementation. We implement the framework in Py-

Torch and use ResNet-50 [12] (till the last pooling layer) as

the backbone models Ms and Mt for Office-31 and Office-

Home, and VGG-16 [43] for VisDA. For inheritable model

training, we use a batch size of 64 (32 source and negative

instances each), and use the hyperparameters d = 15 and

K = 4|Cs|. During adaptation, we use a batch size of 32

and set the hyperparameter k = 15. We normalize the in-

stance weights w(xt) with the max weight of each batch B,

i.e. w(xt)/maxxt∈B w(xt). During inference, an unknown

label is assigned if ŷt = argmaxci [σ(G(Ft(xt)))]ci is one

of the K negative classes, otherwise, a shared class label is

predicted. See Supplementary for more details.

c) Metrics. In line with [39], we compute the open-set

accuracy (OS) by averaging the class-wise target accuracy

for |Cs|+ 1 classes (considering target-unknown as a single

class). Likewise, the shared accuracy (OS*) is computed as

the class-wise average of target-shared classes (Csh
t = Cs).

5.2. Results

a) State-of-the-art comparison. In Tables 1-3, we com-

pare against the state-of-the-art UODA method STA [24].

The results for other methods are taken from [24]. Partic-

ularly, in Table 1, we report the mean and std. deviation of

OS and OS* over 3 separate runs. Due to space constraints,

we report only OS in Table 2. It is evident that adapta-

tion using an inheritable model outperforms prior arts that

assume access to both vendor’s data (source domain) and

client’s data (target domain) simultaneously. The superior

performance of our method over STA is described as fol-

lows. STA learns a domain-agnostic feature extractor by

aligning the two domains using an adversarial discrimina-

tor. This restricts the model’s flexibility to capture the di-
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Table 1. Results on Office-31 (ResNet-50). |Cs| = 10, |Ct| = 20. Ours denotes adaptation using an inheritable model following the

vendor-client paradigm, while all other methods use source domain data during adaptation.

Method
A→W A→D D→W W→D D→A W→A Avg

OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS* OS OS*

ResNet 82.5±1.2 82.7±0.9 85.2±0.3 85.5±0.9 94.1±0.3 94.3±0.7 96.6±0.2 97.0±0.4 71.6±1.0 71.5±1.1 75.5±1.0 75.2±1.6 84.2 84.4

RTN [27] 85.6±1.2 88.1±1.0 89.5±1.4 90.1±1.6 94.8±0.3 96.2±0.7 97.1±0.2 98.7±0.9 72.3±0.9 72.8±1.5 73.5±0.6 73.9±1.4 85.4 86.8

DANN [10] 85.3±0.7 87.7±1.1 86.5±0.6 87.7±0.6 97.5±0.2 98.3±0.5 99.5±0.1 100.0±.0 75.7±1.6 76.2±0.9 74.9±1.2 75.6±0.8 86.6 87.6

OpenMax [3] 87.4±0.5 87.5±0.3 87.1±0.9 88.4±0.9 96.1±0.4 96.2±0.3 98.4±0.3 98.5±0.3 83.4±1.0 82.1±0.6 82.8±0.9 82.8±0.6 89.0 89.3

ATI-λ [35] 87.4±1.5 88.9±1.4 84.3±1.2 86.6±1.1 93.6±1.0 95.3±1.0 96.5±0.9 98.7±0.8 78.0±1.8 79.6±1.5 80.4±1.4 81.4±1.2 86.7 88.4

OSBP [39] 86.5±2.0 87.6±2.1 88.6±1.4 89.2±1.3 97.0±1.0 96.5±0.4 97.9±0.9 98.7±0.6 88.9±2.5 90.6±2.3 85.8±2.5 84.9±1.3 90.8 91.3

STA [24] 89.5±0.6 92.1±0.5 93.7±1.5 96.1± 0.4 97.5±0.2 96.5±0.5 99.5±0.2 99.6±0.1 89.1±0.5 93.5±0.8 87.9±0.9 87.4±0.6 92.9 94.1

Ours 91.3±0.7 93.2±1.2 94.2±1.1 97.1±0.8 96.5±0.5 97.4±0.7 99.5±0.2 99.4±0.3 90.1±0.2 91.5± 0.2 88.7±1.3 88.1±0.9 93.4 94.5

Table 2. Results on Office-Home (ResNet-50). |Cs| = 25, |Ct| = 65. Ours denotes adaptation using an inheritable model.

Method Ar→Cl Pr→Cl Rw→Cl Ar→Pr Cl→Pr Rw→Pr Cl→Ar Pr→Ar Rw→Ar Ar→Rw Cl→Rw Pr→Rw Avg

ResNet 53.4±0.4 52.7±0.6 51.9±0.5 69.3±0.7 61.8±0.5 74.1±0.4 61.4±0.6 64.0±0.3 70.0±0.3 78.7±0.6 71.0±0.6 74.9±0.9 65.3

ATI-λ [35] 55.2±1.2 52.6±1.6 53.5±1.4 69.1±1.1 63.5±1.5 74.1±1.5 61.7±1.2 64.5±0.9 70.7±0.5 79.2±0.7 72.9±0.7 75.8±1.6 66.1

DANN [10] 54.6±0.7 49.7±1.6 51.9±1.4 69.5±1.1 63.5±1.0 72.9±0.8 61.9±1.2 63.3±1.0 71.3±1.0 80.2±0.8 71.7±0.4 74.2±0.4 65.4

OSBP [39] 56.7±1.9 51.5±2.1 49.2±2.4 67.5±1.5 65.5±1.5 74.0±1.5 62.5±2.0 64.8±1.1 69.3±1.1 80.6±0.9 74.7±2.2 71.5±1.9 65.7

OpenMax [3] 56.5±0.4 52.9±0.7 53.7±0.4 69.1±0.3 64.8±0.4 74.5±0.6 64.1±0.9 64.0±0.8 71.2±0.8 80.3±0.8 73.0±0.5 76.9±0.3 66.7

STA [24] 58.1±0.6 53.1±0.9 54.4±1.0 71.6±1.2 69.3±1.0 81.9±0.5 63.4±0.5 65.2±0.8 74.9±1.0 85.0±0.2 75.8±0.4 80.8±0.3 69.5

Ours 60.1±0.7 54.2±1.0 56.2±1.7 70.9±1.4 70.0±1.7 78.6±0.6 64.0±0.6 66.1±1.3 74.9±0.9 83.2±0.9 75.7±1.3 81.3±1.4 69.6

Table 3. Results on VisDA (VGGNet). |Cs| = 6, |Ct| = 12. Ours

denotes adaptation using an inheritable model.

Method
Synthetic → Real

bicycle bus car m-cycle train truck OS OS*

OSVM [15] 31.7 51.6 66.5 70.4 88.5 20.8 52.5 54.9

MMD+OSVM 39.0 50.1 64.2 79.9 86.6 16.3 54.4 56.0

DANN+OSVM 31.8 56.6 71.7 77.4 87.0 22.3 55.5 57.8

ATI-λ [35] 46.2 57.5 56.9 79.1 81.6 32.7 59.9 59.0

OSBP [39] 51.1 67.1 42.8 84.2 81.8 28.0 62.9 59.2

STA [24] 52.4 69.6 59.9 87.8 86.5 27.2 66.8 63.9

Ours 53.5 69.2 62.2 85.7 85.4 32.5 68.1 64.7

versity in the target domain, owing to the need to generalize

across two domains, on top of the added training difficul-

ties of the adversarial process. In contrast, we employ a

target-specific feature extractor (Ft) which allows the target

predictor to effectively tune to the target domain, while in-

heriting the class-separability knowledge. Thus, inheritable

models offer an effective solution for UODA in practice.

b) Hyperparameter sensitivity. In Fig. 4, we plot the adap-

tation performance (OS) on a range of hyperparameter val-

ues used to train the vendor’s model (K, d). A low sensi-

tivity to these hyperparameters highlights the reliability of

the inheritable model. In Fig. 5C, we plot the adaptation

performance (OS) on a range of values for k on Office-31.

Specifically, k = 0 denotes the ablation where Linh is not

enforced. Clearly, the performance improves on increas-

ing k which corroborates the benefit of inheriting class-

separability knowledge during adaptation.

c) Openness (O). In Fig. 5A, we report the OS accuracy

on varying levels of Openness [41] O = 1− |Cs|/|Ct|. Our

method performs well for a wide range of Openness, owing

to the ability to effectively mitigate negative-transfer.

d) Domain discrepancy. As discussed in [2], the empirical

domain discrepancy can be approximated using the Proxy

A-distance d̂A = 2(1−2ǫ) where ǫ is the generalization er-

ror of a domain discriminator. We compute the PAD value
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Figure 4. Sensitivity to hyperparam. K, d. Best viewed in color.

at the pre-classifier space for both target-shared and target-

unknown instances in Fig. 6B following the procedure laid

out in [10]. The PAD value evaluated for target-shared in-

stances using our model is much lower than a source-trained

ResNet-50 model, while that for target-unknown is higher

than a source-trained ResNet-50 model. This suggests that

adaptation aligns the source and the target-shared distribu-

tions, while separating out the target-unknown instances.

5.3. Discussion

a) Model inheritability (I). Following the intuition in

Sec. 4.2a, we evaluate the model inheritability (I) for the

tasks D→W and A→W on Office-31. In Fig. 6C we ob-

serve that for the target W, an inheritable model trained

on the source D exhibits a higher I value than that trained

on the source A. Consequently, the adaptation task D→W

achieves a better performance than A→W, suggesting that a

vendor model with a higher model inheritability is a better

candidate to perform adaptation to a given target domain.

Thus, given an array of inheritable vendor models, a client

can reliably choose the most suitable model for the target

domain by measuring I. The ability to choose a vendor

model without requiring the vendor’s source data enables

the application of the vendor-client paradigm in practice.

b) Instance-level inheritability (w). In Fig. 5D, we show

the histogram of w(xt) values plotted separately for target-
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shared and target-unknown instances, for the task A→D

in Office-31 dataset. This empirically validates our intu-

ition that the classifier confidence of an inheritable model

follows the inequality in Eq. 5, at least for the extent of

domain-shift in the available standard datasets.

c) Reliability of w. Due to the mitigation of overconfi-

dence issue, we find the classifier confidence to be a good

candidate for selecting target sample for pseudo-labeling.

In Fig. 5B, we plot the prediction accuracy of the top-k
percentile target instances based on target predictor confi-

dence (maxci∈Cs
[σ(G(Ft(xt)))]ci ). Particularly, the plot

for epoch-0 shows the pseudo-labeling precision, since the

target predictor is initialized with the parameters of the

source predictor. It can be seen that the top-15 percentile

samples are predicted with a precision close to 1. As adap-

tation proceeds, Ltune improves the prediction performance

of the target model, which can be seen as a rise in the plot in

Fig. 5B. Therefore, the bound in Eq. 12 is tightened during

adaptation. This verifies our intuition in Sec. 4.3

d) Qualitative results. In Fig. 6A we plot the t-SNE [30]

embeddings of the last hidden layer (pre-classifier) features

of a target predictor trained using STA [24] and our method,

on the task A→D. Clearly, our method performs equally

well in spite of the unavailability of source data during

adaptation, suggesting that inheritable models can indeed

facilitate adaptation in the absence of a source dataset.

e) Training time analysis. We show the benefit of using

inheritable models, over a source dataset. Consider a ven-

dor with a labeled source domain A, and two clients with

the target domains D and W respectively. Using the state-

of-the-art method STA [24] (which requires labeled source

dataset), the time spent by each client for adaptation us-

ing source data is 575s on an average (1150s in total). In

contrast, our method (a single vendor model is shared with

both the clients) results in 250s of vendor’s source training

time (feature-splicing: 77s, K-means: 66s, training: 154s),

and an average of 69s for adaptation by each client (138s

in total). Thus, inheritable models provide a much more

efficient pipeline by reducing the cost on source training in

the case of multiple clients (STA: 1150s, ours: 435s). See

Supplementary for experiment details.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a practical vendor-client

paradigm, and proposed inheritable models to address

open-set DA in the absence of co-existing source and target

domains. Further, we presented an objective way to mea-

sure inheritability which enables the selection of a suitable

source model for a given target domain without the need

to access source data. Through extensive empirical evalua-

tion, we demonstrated state-of-the-art open-set DA perfor-

mance using inheritable models. As a future work, inherita-

ble models can be extended to problems involving multiple

vendors and multiple clients.
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